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Abstract: In this article1 dealing with Slavic accentuation, the author points to the 
secondary spread of accentual paradigm c instead of the original accentual paradigm a 
in Slavic i-stems. It is claimed that the phenomenon of the rising mobility in i-stems 
begun already in Proto-Slavic and that is has continued to be active during the histories 
of all Slavic languages and dialects up to this day. Various examples are discussed, 
most notably the word *zvěrь „beast“ for which it is claimed that it was originally a. p. 
a and not a. p. c (*zvěrь) as usually reconstructed. 

 
In Proto-Slavic, nominal i-stems belonged to any of the usual three Slavic accentual 
paradigms – a. p. a, a. p. b or a. p. c2. For instance - *nıtь „thread“, gen. sg. *nıti (a. p. 
a), *oʳgńь „fire“, gen. sg. *ogńı (a. p. b) and *kȍstь „bone“, gen. sg. *kȍsti (a. p. c). 
Later in Slavic languages, many of the old (masculine) i-stems changed their declension 
to o-stems, cf. for instance Croat. ȍganj, gen. sg. ȍgnja (cf. the original accent in the 
Posavina dial. of Orubica ȍgań, gen. sg. oʳgńa), Russ. oгоʴн�, gen. sg. огняɹ (with a 
secondary oxytonesis in nom. sg.) or younger Croat. pȗt „way“ (dial. put), gen. sg. púta 
(dial. putȁ) but Russ. пут�, gen. sg. путиʴ and Slovene pó"t, gen. sg. potí (but also pó"t, 
gen. sg. pó"ta). These secondary changes of declension were attested already in OCS and 
vary widely in different Slavic languages and dialects. From an accentological point of 
view, the most interesting tendency concerning i-stems is the tendency of rising 
mobility (i.e. the secondary spread of a. p. c in i-stems), which has begun already in 
Proto-Slavic and is still active in some Slavic languages (Croatian for instance). This 
basically means that many original a. p. a stems in Slavic have been secondarily 
transferred to a. p. c stems3, some already in Proto-Slavic (for instance *vȏltь „blade of 
grass“) and most of them later in the separate histories of Slavic languages and dialects. 
This tendency is most prominent in South Slavic (Croatian, Slovene, Bulgarian), but it 
affected at least a few examples in all Slavic languages. Of course, this is a 
simplification. One can hardly consider all the i-stem examples of a. p. a > a. p. c as a 
result of one and only Slavic change. The „rising mobility“ should be considered as just 
a name which encompasses all of these different changes which have occurred since 
Proto-Slavic up till now. The tendency begun already in Proto-Slavic and was later 
continued in one or the other fashion in most Slavic languages.  
The scope of this tendency is clearly seen if we compare Old Russian, which has 
preserved the original a. p. a in most cases (cf. the examples in Зализняк 1985: 132-

                                                 
1  I would like to thank Bulcsú László for many useful examples and ideas concerning the subject and to 

Kristina Marenić for reading the text carefully. Of course, all the mistakes and interpretations are just 
mine.  

2  Cf. for instance Дыбо 2000: 42. I use small letters (a, b, c) when talking about Proto-Slavic accentual 
paradigms but capital ones (A, B, C) when talking about synchronic accentual paradigms in later 
Slavic languages/dialects (derived from Proto-Slavic paradigms). 

3  Typologically, one can compare this tendency to a Lithuanian secondary spread of mobility in o-stems 
which was also a process which occurred mostly in historical time with different outcomes in different 
dialects. Cf. for instance Illich-Svytich 1979: 32. 
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133), and modern Croatian in which only three non-prefixed simple monosyllabic i-
stems still belong to a. p. a4. These three nouns in Croatian are smȑt „death“, mjȅd 
„brass“ and nıʂt „thread“5, but the a. p. c forms mjȇd and nıʄt are also attested, in Slovene 
all three forms have either a „mixed“ a. p. a/c paradigm or a. p. c (see below), and in 
Old Russian мΟд� and нит� are a. p. a, but c�м�рт� is already a. p. a or a. p. c (only a. 
p. c in modern Russian) (Зализняк 1985: 132, 136). 
We shall illustrate the rising of mobility in i-stems with some examples – first by some 
possible cases of a secondary a. p. c already in Proto-Slavic and then by the examples of 
Proto-Slavic a. p. a i-nouns which have become a. p. c nouns in at least some Slavic 
languages or dialects (as we shall see, sometimes almost all the languages have the 
secondary form). 
 
*vȏltь, *vȏlti (a. p. c) „blade of grass“ > Croat. vlȃt, gen. sg. vlȃti, Slovene (v)lȃt, gen. 
sg. (v)latî, Russian воʴлот�, Old Czech vlať. Cf. also o-stem *vȏltъ (a. p. c) > Croatian 
vlȃt, gen. sg. vlȃta, Slovene (v)lȃt, gen. sg. (v)lȃta, Ukrainian воʴлот. For the acute cf. 
Lith. váltis (a. p. 1) (if Lithuanian has a. p. 1, one would expect a. p. a, i.e. **voltь in 
Slavic) 6.  
 
Balto-Slavic would perhaps point to PIE *wolHtis (cf. also Snoj: 346), but cognates like 
Greek λαɹσιος „hairy; overgrown“ (*wtyos) or    Old Irish folt „hair; leaves“ (*woltos) are 
laryngealless. The laryngeal is also seen in PIE *wh₂neh₂ „wool“ if these words belong 
to the same root. In this word, one must assume the change of a. p. a to a. p. c already in 
Proto-Slavic (or pre-Proto-Slavic) since no Slavic language points to a. p. a. However, it 
is also possible that one should reconstruct a. p. a in Proto-Slavic which later changed to 
secondary a. p. c in all Slavic languages.  
 
There are a few other cases of the change of a. p. a to a. p. c already in Proto-Slavic. In 
the case of the word *děverь (a masculine i-stem, but PIE r-stem), Lithuanian díeveris 
(LRKŽ) (with secondary a. p. 1 > a. p. 3, i.e. díeveris > dieverıʳs) and Latvian dieveris 
clearly point to the acute. This is traditionally explained as a case of Hirt’s Law derived 
from PIE *deh₂ywer „brother-in-law“ (cf. Vedic devāA, Greek δᾱηʴρ). One would also 
expect Slavic *děverь, as indeed reconstructed by Illich-Svytich (1979: 137, 143) and 
Дыбо (1981: 18, but also *děverь in 1981: 158). However, it is much more likely that 
Slavic *děverь (a. p. c) is to be reconstructed. Croatian djȅvēr, djȅvera is by itself 
inconclusive7, but Štokavian derivates like djeverriti, djeverrnjī, djeverrskī, djeveroʳvati 

                                                 
4  Cf. Kapović 2007. 
5  Croatian pȕt, pȕti „complexion“ is not originally a. p. a (*plъʂtь, *plъʂti) but rather has the nominative 

pȕt instead of the expected pȗt. The expected alternation pȗt, pȕti has produced standard pȕt, pȕti and 
dialectal pȗt, pȗti as results of different leveling, cf. Kapović 2007. 

6  Stang (1957: 9) and Kortlandt (1975: 55) list Lithuanian kltis (a. p. 1) ~ Slavic *klětь (a. p. c)  
together with *vȏltь as examples of Meillet’s Law. They seem to pay no attention to whether or not 
the words are mobile in Baltic (they are not!) and also do not note that Lith. kltis is a loanword from 
Slavic (PIE *kloyt-, cf. Old Irish cliath). 

7  *děverь would yield djȅvēr like *gȍvorъ > gȍvōr and *děver� would yield also djȅvēr like *kaɾmenь > 
kȁmēn because of the secondary lengthening before resonants in two syllable a. p. a stems in Croatian 
(cf. Kapović 2005a: 58). 
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(ARj) as well as the Kajkavian dialect of Bednja form devȃr (like eblȃok „cloud“, 
gelȏub „pigeon“ ~ Croat. standard ȍblāk, gȍlūb, a. p. C) point rather to Proto-Slavic 
*děverь than *děverь8. In Slovene, there is both deveRʄr and déRver - examples like these 
are unreliable in Slovene. However, note that Pleteršnik adduces both devęʄr (a. p. C) 
and dé"ver (a. p. A) but only sé"ver (a. p. A, originally a. p. a). Old Russian дΟвер� is 
also a. p. C (Зализняк 1985: 138). If one should indeed reconstruct Proto-Slavic 
*děverь, this would also be a case of a secondary mobility in Slavic i-stems. 
 
There are two other examples of a. p. 1 i-stem in Lithuanian corresponding 
unexpectedly to a. p. c in Slavic. Cf. Lithuanian kuAjis (a. p. 1) „hammer“ and Slavic 
*kyʄjь (a. p. c) > Slovene kıʄj, Czech kyj, Russian кий, gen. sg. киʴя, nom. pl. кии.ɹ 
However, Illich-Svytich (1979: 138) sees an original u-stem here. Since Lithuanian 
péntis (a. p. 1) corresponds to a Slavic a-stem *pęɷtaʀ (a. p. c), no firm conclusion can be 
made there. 
Secondary mobility is also seen in two examples in Slavic o- and u-stems. In spite of the 
fact that Lithuanian sūnuʳs, súnų (a. p. 3) „son“ is very often taken for granted, in Old 
Lithuanian the form sūAnus (a. p. 1) (Illich-Svitych 1979: 59) is attested and modern 
sunuʳs seems to be secondary. One would also expect Lithuanian a. p. 1 (cf. Vedic sunúš, 
PIE *suHnus) as in Lithuanian výras (a. p. 1), Latvian vırs < PIE *wiHros „man“ 
(Vedic vīrás). The secondary mobility is also seen in Slavic *vîdъ (a. p. c) „sight“ 
(Croat. vîd, gen. sg. vîda, ıʂz vīda, loc. sg. u vídu, Slovene vîd, gen. sg. vîda, Russ. вид, 
loc. sg. в видý, Bulgarian вид, def. видъʳт, but pl. виʳдове) compared to Latv. veĩds and 
Lithuanian véidas (a. p. 1 > 3)9. 
 
Now we shall list some of the examples of Slavic a. p. a i-stems which have secondary 
a. p. C reflexes in some Slavic languages/dialects due to the tendency of rising mobility 
in i-stems: 
 
*sъmьrtь10, *sъmьrti (a. p. a) „death“ > Croat. smȑt, gen. sg. smȑti, doʳ smrti, acc. sg. na r
smrt11 (cf. secondary ıʂ smrti in Budmani 1867: 170), Slovene smrʳt, gen. sg. smȓti 
(Pleteršnik, cf. also younger smȓt, gen. sg. smȓti in Snoj), Russ. смерт�, gen. sg. приʴ 
смерти, gen. pl. смертéй (a. p. C), a. p. A/C in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 136), 
Bulgarian смърт, def. смърттaʳ12. 
*nıtь, *nıti (a. p. a) „thread“ > Croat. nıʂt, gen. sg. nıʂti (also secondary, but clearly 
younger nît, gen. sg. nîti – for instance Orubica), Slovene nıʳt, gen. sg. nîti, Russ. нит�, 
gen. sg. ниʴти, a. p. A in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 132), cf. also Lith. nýtis (a. p. 1). 
 

                                                 
8  Cf. Kapović 2005a: 58. 
9  PIE *weyd- (Vedic ved-) with Winter’s Law lengthening. The a. p. c in Slavic *vıʄdъ is perhaps due to 

analogy with cases like *rězati (a. p. a) „to cut“ ~ *rězъ (a. p. c) „cut“, *běgťi (a. p. a) „to run away“ 
~ *běgъ (a. p. c) „escape“ etc. where the a. p. c in Slavic is the expected correspondent to Lithuanian 
a. p. 3 (cf. Lith. ržas and bgas). 

10  The acute is also structurally expected because this is a compound („good death“). 
11  In standard language and for instance in Prapatnice (Vrgorska krajina). 
12  Standard Bulgarian i-stems are not relevant since the definite ending –тaʳ is always stressed. 
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*mědь, *mědi (a. p. a) „brass“ > Croat. mjȅd, gen. sg. mjȅdi (cf. Prapatnice o-stem mıʂd, 
gen. sg. mıʂda but Orubica mıʄd, gen. sg. mıʄdi), Slovene meRʄd, gen. sg. medî (a. p. C), 
Russ. мед�, gen. sg. меɹди, a. p. A in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 132), Czech měď 
(points to a. p. c), Bulgarian мед, def. медтa.r 
 
*myšь, *myši (a. p. a) „mouse“ > Slovene mìš, gen. sg. míši, Croat. mıʂš, gen. sg. mıʂša 
(o-stem), Russ. мыш�, gen. sg. мыʴши, gen. pl. мышеɹй (secondary mobility), but a. p. A 
in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 132). 
 
*rysь, *rysi (a. p. a) „lynx“ > Croat. rıʂs, gen. sg. rıʂsa (with the transfer to o-stems), 
Slovene rıʄs, gen. sg. rıʄsa (with the transfer to both o-stems and a. p. C), Russian рыс�, 
gen. sg. рыʴси (cf. the adjective рысɹий for a. p. A), Czech rys (points to a. p. c if the 
short vowel is old), Bulgarian pис, def. pиʳсът, pl. риʳсове (a. p. A). For the acute cf. 
also Lith. luAšis, Latv. lusis. 
 
*rıtь, *rıti (a. p. a) „ass, butt“ > Croat. rıʂt, gen. sg. rıʂti (cf. also rıʂtica „little butt“), 
Slovene rıʳt, gen. sg. rıʄti, Czech řiť (points to a. p. c if the short vowel is old). For the 
acute cf. also Lith. ríetas „thigh“, Latv. rieta „leg“. 
 
*žalь (a. p. a) „sorrow“ > Croat. žȁo (today indeclinabile, but cf. nȁžao, nıʂ žao for a. p. 
C; cf. also the verb žȁliti), Slovene žaʳl, žȃli (cf. also younger žȃl in Snoj), adjective žaʳl. 
Cf. Lith. gélti „to stab“, Latv. dzet for the acute. 
 
*korıstь (a. p. a)13 „usefulness, benefit etc.“ > Croat. koʳrist, gen. sg. koʳristi and 
secondary kȍrıst, gen. sg. kȍrısti (Kapović 2007), cf. the verb koʳristiti, Slovene korıʄst 
(but cf. the verb korístiti, pres. 1. sg. korıʄstim), Russian корыʴст�, Bulgarian коʳрист, 
def. користтa.r 
 
*myslь (a. p. a) „thought“ > Croat. mîsao, gen. sg. mîsli, Slovene mîsǩl, gen. sg. mîsli 
(secondary instead of *mislî), Russ. мысл�, a. p. A in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 
132), Czech mysl (points to a. p. c), Bulgarian миʳсъл, def. мисълта.r 
 
*pěsnь (a. p. a) „song“ > a. p. A in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 132), Czech píseň 
(points to a. p. a), but Slovene (older and dial.) peRʄsen. Croatian accent in pjȅsan (ARj) is 
not reliable (the word is archaic, cf. the comment „dok se riječ govorila, jamačno je bio 
takav akc.“). 
 
*dolnь (a. p. a) „palm“ > Croat. dlȁn, gen. sg. dlȁna (with transfer to o-stems), a. p. A 
in Old Russian (Зализняк 1985: 132), Slovene dlàn, gen. sg. dlanıʄ (Pleteršnik, but Snoj 
has younger dlȃn, gen. sg. dlanıʄ), Czech dlaň (points to a. p. c). Cf. Lith. délnas, dial. 
dálna and Latvian dȩlna for the acute. 
 

                                                 
13  Snoj reconstructs *kȍristь (a. p. c). 
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In the given examples, we have seen clear examples of secondary mobility in original a. 
p. a i-stems in various Slavic languages/dialects. The tendency to transfer a. p. a to a. p. 
c in i-stems is strong even today in some Slavic languages.  
 
In old a. p. a in Slovene, one would a priori expect reflexes like mıʳš, gen. sg. míši. 
However, what one gets (if the word is not completely transferred to a. p. c like meRʄd 
etc.) is the type nıʳt, gen. sg. nıʄti (cf. the same pattern in smrʳt, rıʳt, žaʳl, dlaʳn). Дыбо 
(2000: 26) thinks that Slovene nıʄti is the old loc. sg. analogically extended to gen. and 
dat. sg. However, this pattern could also represent a middle phase in the transfer of a. p. 
a to a. p. c – mıʳš, gen. sg. míši representing the old pattern, mȇ"d, gen. sg. medıʄ 
representing the new pattern (cf. also the younger variants smȓt, dlȃn, žȃl in Slovene), 
and nıʳt, gen. sg. nıʄti representing the „mixed“ pattern between the old and the new one. 
It is also possible that the old locative singular forms with the neo-circumflex might 
have helped the rising mobility in Slovene i-stems that has lead to either „mixed“ 
paradigms or a. p. c (in some cases, the a. p. a is preserved of course). 
 
One of the words which is often adduced as a mobile i-stem in Slavic is *zvěrь „beast“, 
compared to Lith. žv÷rıʳs, žvrį, Latvian zvers14. Kortlandt (1975: 54) excludes this word 
from his Meillet’s Law wordlist because he sees žvrį as a result of Lithuanian metatony 
and variant žvrį as original15. But the real problem is in Slavic, where *zvěrь does not 
seem to be original as is usually thought, in spite of Croat. zvijȇr, gen. sg. zvijȇri, 
Slovene zveRʄr, gen. sg. zverî, Old Russian и ɹ звΟри16, Czech zvěř, Bulgarian звяр, def. 
зверъʳт, pl. зверoвer etc. 
In standard  Croatian, the verb zvjȅrati17 „to look around“ and the dialectal zvjȅre, 
zvjȅreta „beast“ (besides zvijére, zvjerreta and dial. zvîre, zvıʂreta) point to the original 
acute on the root syllable. Moreover, in Štokavian dialect in Sandžak („novopazarsko-
sjenički govor“) we find the form zvȅr, gen. sg. zvȅri or zvȅra18 with the acute on the 
first syllable! This example can only be explained as an archaism and it points to Slavic 
*zvěrь. Thus, Sandžak novopazarsko-sjenički dialect would preserve the original form 
zvȅr, zvȅri (zvȅra) < *zvěrь and the forms with the circumflex (Croat. zvijȇr,  Slovene 
zveRʄr, Old Russian иʴ звΟри etc.) would be secondary, due to the tendency of the 
spreading mobility in Slavic i-stems, for which we have already seen many examples. 
What is problematic is the discrepancy of a. p. a in Slavic and Lithuanian žv÷rıʳs (a. p. 
3/4)19. If the Slavic form is archaic, that would point to PIE root-noun *gʴȹweh₁r (the i-
stem form in Balto-Slavic is probably not very old). 

                                                 
14  Cf. Stang 1957: 9, Дыбо 1981: 25, Дыбо, Замятина, Николаев 1990: 45 etc. 
15  The real reason for rejecting this example is Kortlandt’s belief that only laryngeals produce BSl. 

acute, and PIE lengthened grade (such as *gʴhwēr, with Szemerényi length later analogically 
introduced from nominative to other cases) does not. However, one can easily reconstruct PIE 
*gʴȹweh₁r in this case as well. 

16  Дыбо 1981: 47. Cf. also Зализняк (1985: 138) for a. p. C in Old Russian. 
17  Which can be derived only from *zvjȅr. 
18  Барjaктаревиђ 1966: 83. Cf. in the same dialect jȁd, gen. sg. jȁdi/jȁda (a. p. A) and glȃd, gen. sg. 

glȃdi/glȃda (a. p. C), smrȃd, gen. sg. smrȃdi/smrȃda (a. p. C). 
19  Cf. the known case of disagreement with Slavic *rǍkaʀ (a. p. c) and Lith. rankaʳ (a. p. 2). Lithuanian a. 

p. 3 could in theory be secondary, but a. p. 1 variant is nowhere attested. 
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The rising mobility in i-stems in Slavic is perhaps also seen in the examples like Croat. 
zerlen „green“, Slovene zelern (a. p. B) > Croat. zȅlen „greenstuff“, Slovene zelȇ"n (a. p. 
C); Croat. čertvrtı „fourth“, Slovene četŕti (a. p. B) > Croat. čȅtrvrt „quarter“, Slovene 
četȓt (a. p. C) etc. Cf. also Slavic *lučь, gen. sg. *lučı (a. p. b) „light“ (Slovene lúč, gen. 
sg. lúči/lȗči, Czech louč; cf. also Croat. o-stem lȗč, gen. sg. lúča) which has secondary 
a. p. C in Croat. lȗč, gen. sg. lȗči20 (cf. also Slovene gen. sg. variant lȗči instead of the 
older lúči). 
 
It is also interesting to note that Slavic suffixless i-stems and i-stems with the suffix *-tь 
are often a. p. c even if the corresponding verb is a. p. a. It is not clear whether (all of) 
these examples are to be attributed to the rising mobility in i-stems. Some of them might 
be results of other processes, such as Meillet’s Law (whether defined traditionally as the 
loss of the acute in mobile accentual paradigms in Slavic or by the different outcome of 
Balto-Slavic (-) acute in Slavic in different conditions as held by Moscow 
Accentological School). Here are the examples: 
 
*kapati (a. p. a) „to drop, to pour“ ~ *kȃpь (a. p. c) „drop“ 
Croat. kȁpati - kȃp, gen. sg. kȃpi, Slovene kápati, pres. 1. sg. kȃpam - kȃp „stroke“, gen. 
sg. kapî, Russ. dial. кап�. For the acute cf. also Croat. kȁplja, Slovene káplja, Russ. 
каʴпля (*kapľa) and Lith. kópti „go“, Latv. kapt. 
 
*jьzpověditi (a. p. a) „to confess“ ~ *jьʂzpovědь (a. p. c) „confession“ 
*zapověditi (a. p. a) „to order“ ~ *zȃpovědь (a. p. c) „order“ 
Croat. ispoʳvjediti, zapoʳvjediti – ıʂspovijed, gen. sg. ıʂspovijedi, zȁpovijed, gen. sg. 
zȁpovijedi, gen. pl. zapovijédı, prȍpovijed „sermon“, Slovene izpové"dati, zapové"dati, 
propové"dati –izpȏ"ved, zapȏ"ved, propȏ"ved, Russian исповéдат�, заповéдат� – 
иʴсповeд�, заʴповeд�, Bulgarian изповяrдам, заповяrдам – иʳзповeд, def. изповeдтаʳ, 
зaпrовeд, def. зaповeдта.r Cf. also Croat. zȁpovijest, prıʂpovijest, ıʂspovijest with the 
suffix *-tь. 
 
*ěsti (a. p. a) „to eat“ ~ *ědь (a. p. c) „food“ 
Croat. jȅsti – jȃd, gen. sg. jȃdi (arch.), Slovene jéRsti - jeRʄd, gen. sg. jedî (cf. also pojȇ"d). 
Cf. also OCS jad�, Croat. ȍbijest „wantonness“, nȁ(i)jest „satiety“, Slovene obȇ"st, opȃst 
„eine mit Schnee bedeckte Bergspitze“ with the suffix *-tь. 
 
*pasti (a. p. a) „to fall“ ~ *pȃstь (a. p. c) „hole“ 
Croat. pȁsti, l-part. fem. pȁla, Slovene pásti – pȃst, pastıʄ, Old Czech pásti – Czech past, 
Russ. паст� – dial. паст�. See also *prȍpastь below. 
 
*propasti (a. p. a) > *prȍpastь (a. p. c) „abyss, chasm etc.“ 
Croat. proʳpasti – prȍpast, gen. sg. prȍpasti „disaster, fall (fig.)“ (cf. deadjectival 
upropástiti „to ruin“), Slovene propásti – propȃst, Russian пропаʴст� – проʴпаст�, gen. 
pl. пропастéй, Bulgarian пропаʳдам – проʳпаст, def. пропасттaʳ, Czech propásti - 

                                                 
20  There are no a. p. B i-stems in Croatian. 
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propast. But cf. also *napastь/nȃpastь (Croat. nápast „temptation“, Russ. напаʴст� 
„misfortune“, but Bulg. наʳпаст, def. напасттaʳ „scourge, plague“, Slovene napȃst 
„accident“)21. Cf. also Croat. ȍpast „slander“. 
 
*mazati (a. p. a) „to smear“ ~ *mȃstь (a. p. c) „ointment, fat etc.“ 
Croat. mȁzati – mȃst, gen. sg. mȃsti (cf. deadjectival mástiti), Slovene mázati/mȃzati, 
mȃžem - mȃst, gen. sg. mastıʄ (cf. deadjectival mastíti), Russian мáзат� – маст�, gen. 
pl. мастéй „hair-color“ (also a. p. C in Old Russian, cf. Зализняк 1985: 138), 
Bulgarian маʳжа – маст, pl. маʳсти, Czech mazati – mast. Cf. Lith. mžti, Latv. mezt, 
muozet22 for the acute. 
 
Cf. also Slovene examples réRzati, pres. 1. sg. reRʄžem (a. p. A) - reRʄz, rezıʄ (a. p. C) and 
gáziti, pres. 1. sg. gȃzim (a. p. A) - gȃz, gen. sg. gazî  (a. p. C). The secondary a. p. c is 
also seen in the example *dьʄlžь (a. p. c) „length“ derived from the adjective *dьlgъ (a. 
p. a) „long“ – cf. Croat. dȕg, fem. dȕga – dȗž, loc. sg. dúži (ARj), cf. also the 
preposition ȕzduž „along“ and Slovene secondary dȏ"lg – dȏ"lž, gen. sg. dolžıʄ, vzdȏ"lž. Cf. 
Russian дóлгий and Lith. ıʳlgas for the acute. 
 
As we have seen, there are more than enough evidence for the secondary spread of 
mobility in i-stems in Slavic, i.e. for the secondary a. p. c instead of the expected a. p. a 
(sometimes also instead of the expected a. p. b). This tendency had its beginning 
probably already in Proto-Slavic and it has remained alive even in some modern Slavic 
languages and dialects. The results are different in different words and different 
languages – sometimes the old a. p. a was preserved and sometimes it was replaced with 
a. p. c in all (*vȏltь) or nearly all Slavic languages/dialects (*zvěrь > *zvěrь). In the 
light of this conclusion, the a. p. c in Slavic i-stems should never be taken at face value 
since it is possible that it might be secondary. 
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21  The possible difference of *prȍpastь and *napastь is not clear. Clearly what is important is the 

shortness/length of the prefix but the reason for such patterning in Croatian and Russian is not clear. 
22  Note that V-verbs (*-i-ti, *-a-ti) in Slavic are a. p. a if they are mobile acute in Baltic (   in Latvian), 

cf. Latv. gazt, kapt, mezt ~ Slavic *gaziti, *kapati/kapiti, *mazati. 
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